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PREDATOR OIL & GAS HOLDINGS Plc

FOCUSSED ON THE ENERGY TRANSITION SPACE

CORE ASSET DISCOVERED GAS ONSHORE MOROCCO

2022 SCHEDULE UP TO THREE APPRAISAL WELLS 

RIGLESS WELL TESTING 

CNG DEVELOPMENT FOR “FIRST GAS” 31/12/2022

PROACTIVE INVESTOR PRESENTATION 9 SEPTEMBER 2021
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Disclaimer

This presentation (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Predator Oil & Gas Holdings Plc (the “Company” or “Predator”) solely in connection with providing information on the Company and may be subject to change. It is being issued to certain persons on the basis that they fall within
one of the exemptions contained in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) (the "Order"). The contents of this Presentation have accordingly not been approved by an authorised person for the purposes of section 21 Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 ("FSMA"). Such approval of this Presentation would be required by section 21 FSMA if the exemptions referred to below, or some other exemption, did not apply to it.

This Presentation and its contents are exempt from the general restriction (in section 21 FSMA) on the communication of invitations or inducements to engage in investment activity on the grounds that it is being given only to (i) persons who have professional experience in matters
relating to investments who fall within the definitions of investment professionals as defined in Article 19 of the Order, (ii) persons who fall within Article 43 of the Order, (iii) and persons who fall within Article 49 of the Order (high net worth companies and trusts and other persons of
the kind to which Article 49(2) of the Order applies). Persons not falling within these categories should not rely or act upon this Presentation and in consideration of receipt of this Presentation each recipient warrants and represents that he or it is a person falling within that
description.

The information described in this Presentation is information that is confidential, price-sensitive and which has not been publicly disclosed. By your receipt of this Presentation you recognise and accept that the information in this Presentation may be “inside information” as defined in
Article 7 of the Market Abuse Regulation (“MAR”) and section 56 of the Criminal Justice Act 1993 (the “CJA”) and may constitute a “market sounding” for the purpose of Article 11 of MAR. Optiva Securities (“Optiva") and Novum Securities (“Novum”) are authorised and regulated in the
United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority and are acting exclusively for the Company and no-one else in connection with the proposals contained in this Presentation. Optiva and Novum will not regard any other person as its customer or be responsible to any other person
for providing the protection afforded to customers of the Company, nor for providing advice in relation to the matters detailed in this Presentation. Optiva and Novum are not making any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of
this Presentation and Optiva and Novum do not accept any responsibility or liability for this Presentation and accordingly disclaim all and any liability, whether arising in tort, contract or otherwise, which it might otherwise be found to have in respect of this Presentation.

Neither this Presentation, nor any part of it, nor anything contained or referred to in it, nor the fact of its distribution, should form the basis of or be relied on in any connection with or act as an inducement in relation to a decision to purchase or subscribe for or enter into any contract
or make any other commitment whatsoever in relation to any such securities. Recipients of this Presentation who decide to subscribe for ordinary shares in the Company are reminded that any application to so subscribe may only be made on the basis set out in the formal placing
letters. In particular, details included in this Presentation are subject to updating, revision, verification and amendment and refer to events as having occurred which have not occurred at the date of this Presentation but which are expected to happen in the future. This Presentation
does not constitute a recommendation regarding the securities of the Company.

No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in this Presentation or on its completeness. The information contained in this Presentation has been obtained from Company sources and from sources which the Company believes to be reliable but
it has not independently verified such information and does not guarantee that it is accurate or complete. No statement in this Presentation is intended to be a profit forecast and no statement in this Presentation should be interpreted to mean that earnings per Company share for
current or future financial years would necessarily match or exceed the historical published earnings per Company share.

The Presentation is intended to provide a general overview of the Company’s business and does not purport to deal with all aspects and details regarding the Company. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by the Company or their respective directors, officers,
employees, agents, affiliates, representatives or advisers as to the accuracy, fairness, sufficiency or completeness of the information, opinions or beliefs contained in this Presentation and, save in the case of fraud, no responsibility or liability is accepted by any of them for any loss,
cost or damage suffered or incurred, directly or indirectly, as a result of the reliance on or use of such information, opinions or beliefs or otherwise arising in connection therewith. In particular, no representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of, and no
reliance should be placed on, any projections, targets, estimates or forecasts and nothing in this Presentation is or should be relied on as a promise or representation as to the future.

Save in the case of fraud, neither the Company nor any of its respective directors, officers, partners, employees, agents, affiliates, representatives or advisers nor any other person shall have any liability whatsoever for any errors or omissions or any loss howsoever arising, directly or
indirectly, from any use of this information or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. This Presentation is confidential. Neither this Presentation nor any other material relating to the proposal described herein may be copied, reproduced, shown, distributed or issued
to any other person at any time without the prior written consent of the Company nor may the information contained herein be discussed with any other person without the prior written consent of the Company.

This Presentation does not constitute a prospectus or admission document and does not constitute, or form part of, an offer for sale or an invitation to subscribe for, or any solicitation of an offer to buy or subscribe for, any shares or other securities of the Company nor shall it (or any
part of it), or the fact of its distribution, form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with or act as any inducement to enter into, any contract or commitment whatsoever. This Presentation is not a recommendation regarding the securities of the Company.

In particular, this Presentation should not be distributed, transmitted, published, reproduced or otherwise made available, directly or indirectly in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation is unlawful and is not for distribution in or into the United States of America or Canada
or their respective territories and possessions, the Republic of South Africa, Australia, New Zealand or Japan, or in any other jurisdiction outside of the United Kingdom where such distribution or availability may lead to a breach of any law or regulatory requirements. The securities of
the Company have not been, and will not be, registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended), or the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States or under applicable securities laws of the Republic of South Africa, Australia, New Zealand,
Canada or Japan. Subject to certain exceptions, the securities of the Company may not be offered, sold, resold, transferred or distributed, directly or indirectly, within, into or in the United States to or for the account or benefit of persons in the United States, the Republic of South
Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Japan, or by any national, resident or citizen of such countries, or any other jurisdiction where such offer or sale would violate the relevant securities laws of such jurisdiction.

By receiving and/or attending this Presentation, you agree to be bound by the restrictions in this disclaimer. If you are in any doubt about the investment to which this Presentation relates, you should consult a person authorised under FSMA who specialises in advising on the
acquisition of shares and other securities.
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The Energy Transition supported by the investment case for Gas in Morocco

Historical Trends

▪ Energy demand is forecast to double by 2030

▪ Moroccan power generation principally from imported coal, fuel oil & gas

▪ Focus on greener energy to improve ESG credentials to attract investment 

▪ Gas replacing coal reduces C02 emissions by 40 – 50%

▪ Maintain security of energy supply during Energy Transition for economic growth

▪ Domestic gas demand hostage to imported fuel costs

▪ Up to US$12/mcf – immediate market for expansion 20 mm cfgpd

▪ Power market 100 mm cfgpd historically priced at 8$/mcf

▪ Proposed 180 BCF annual gas requirement using imported 
LNG but still several years from materialising

▪ Valuable infrastructure already in place but under-utilised

▪ 10-year Tax holiday on production provides commercial impetus
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MOU-1 Well
5 kms from MEP

• Valuable gas infrastructure link to Europe established

• Flow only from Algeria - limiting imports for political reasons

• Early gas discoveries small and now largely depleted (e.g. Meskala)

• Offshore has been disappointing 

• Repsol 2009 gas discovery awaiting appraisal – 75 km tie-back

• Gas first found in Tendrara in 1966 but not yet developed – 120 km tie-back

• Rharb Basin 1980’s to present – declining production

• Material prospects lacking

• Gas market wide open

Historical gas position in Morocco 
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• Guercif Basin last drilled 1986 – no well since 1972 in the Tertiary part of the basin

• No historical baggage and no application of Rharb Basin learning curve

• PRD MOU-1 well proved presence of same petroleum system as for Rharb Basin

• Gas readings, C1 thermogenic gas shows, despite the requirement to increase 
mud weight whilst drilling, indicate gas-generating basin

• Higher than anticipated Tertiary geothermal gradient assists gas generation

• No CO2, H2S or condensate

• Top seismic “bright spot” 8 metres low to pre-drill prognosis 

• 65 metre gross “bright spot” interval includes a formation gas show of 1.67%.

• Potential low resistivity gas pay with sweet spots up to 17% porosity & with potentially
significant gas saturations (advanced petrophysics being carried out)

• Sufficiently encouraging based on off-set well data and logging results to complete the well for 
rigless testing as part of the MOU-1 appraisal programme

MOU-1 UNLOCKS THE GAS POTENTIAL OF THE UNEXPLORED GUERCIF BASIN TERTIARY PLAY
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• Re-correlated as Hoot Sand based on volcanic marker datum
(160 metres above this important stratigraphic marker)

• Distal channels lateral equivalent and contiguous with
submarine fan forming the MOU-4 Prospect 8 kms to east

• Seismic amplitude anomalies calibrated and consistent with 
presence of gas

• MOU-4 targeting up to 120 metres of gross reservoir interval 
in main axis of submarine fan channel system

• Thickest sands forecast in proximal submarine fan channels 
adjacent to sediment transport entry point into basin

• Structural closure for MOU-4 fan – c. 35 km²

• SLR Consulting CPR (2020 pre-drill) resources estimates unchanged

Gross Best Estimate 393 BCF  High Estimate 944 BCF

MOU-1 CONFIRMS THE PRE-DRILL EXPECTATION FOR A MATERIAL GAS TRAP

A

B
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MOU CORE AREA FORWARD PLAN – APPRAISAL, DEVELOPMENT AND “FIRST GAS”

Name MD (m) TVD (m)

KB 0 0

GL 5 5

Plio-Quaternary UC 310 310

Top M1 Sand 671 671

Intra-Messinian 759 759

Base Ma 875 875

Top TGB-5 Sand 937 937

Top TGB-4 Sand 1071 1071

Top TGB-3 Sand 1148 1148

Top TGB-2 Sand 1194 1194

Top Hoot Reservoirs 1391 1391

Base Hoot Reservoirs 1510 1510

TD 1550 1550

• Drill appraisal wells MOU-4 and MOU-5 (EIA in progress)

• 14 days to drill and complete each well (to 1,550 metres)

• Well cost US$3.3 million per well (inclusive completion)

• Rigless testing MOU-1, MOU-4 and MOU-5

• Apply for Exploitation Concession

• Prepare and submit plan of development for Compressed Natural Gas 
production and distribution – avoids pipeline tie-in delays

• Gas market will be the large industrial users of energy – those currently requiring 
more gas and those switching over from fuel oil

• After award of Exploitation Concession

Drill additional step-out/appraisal well
Acquire 400 km² of 3D seismic
Select 25% of licence area (gross 7,269 km²) for compulsory relinquishment
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2022 SCHEDULE MOU CORE AREA  APPRAISAL, DEVELOPMENT AND “FIRST GAS” 

ONHYM

Negotiations

Presentations to 
ONHYM for TCM & 

MCM approvals 

ONHYM

Negotiations
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• Cheap drilling – in-country rig available for the drilling programme

• Experienced & successful operations team – 20+ analogous gas wells drilled

• Proven geology de-risked by MOU-1 – Tertiary fans a pan-African proven target

• Material gas resources with “running room”

• Low capital development independent of pipelines

• Simple and timely development not involving major civil works or complex
gas processing 

• Timeline to “First Gas” is achievable and transparent 

• Industrial gas market is the most lucrative commercial gas market in Morocco 
and is hungry for gas to replace expensive imported fuel oil

• CNG offers a unique Moroccan solution for the industrial market and PRD
can provide material gas resources to supply an expanding market

• Replacing fuel oil with gas is a significant saving in CO2 emissions supporting 
developing ESG credential for Morocco

PRD AND CNG IS A UNIQUE SOLUTION FOR THE MOROCCAN INDUSTRIAL GAS MARKET
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FUNDING

• PRD is fully funded for all its existing commitments

• AIM Admission costs are also fully funded

• MOU/Guercif Appraisal & Development project is a robust, transformational, 
large-scale project underpinning an AIM Listing

• PRD will appoint a CFO and an additional NED for AIM to assist with the smooth 
development of the MOU Core Area gas project

• PRD has a large undiluted equity in the MOU Core Area

• The project is an attractive near-term investment proposition for the larger
Moroccan industrial users to reduce energy costs. Improve ESG credentials
can attract foreign investment in their industries for post COVID expansion 

• Sensible for PRD to be commercially aligned with end users seeking direct participation 
in the project at licence level - provides sustainable/secure access to gas

• Low appraisal & development costs are manageable for the larger Moroccan energy 
users – PRD will seek funding for the project in return for a degree of
exclusivity over its gas resources & a commercially attractive Gas Sales Agreement

• Early stage discussions initiated

✓ Guercif Licence covers 7,269 km²

✓ MOU Core Area just 400 km²

✓ Attractive “running room” for industry partner

✓ Chief Operating Officer Lonny Baumgardner 
instrumental in negotiating & developing the 
Rharb Basin gas market

✓ PRD has a competitive advantage
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Replacing coal-fired power

Infrastructure/CNG - High domestic gas prices

Lonny Baumgardner - COO

Under Mr. Baumgardner's leadership, production
& natural gas sales were tripled, & 7 new customers

added after success of drilling over 20 wells   

Establish gas potential

Actual drilling days v prognosed

Basis for partnering for wells

Target well-documented West African basin-margin
Tertiary gas plays in large traps – 30+ km²

Transparent monetisation path
Material gas resources

Paul Griffiths - CEO

Dr. Steve Staley 
NED Chairman - CEO

Louis Castro - NED

PREDATOR MOROCCO - GAS
THE ENERGY TRANSITION STEPPING STONES
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APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON MOU-1 WELL RESULTS
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MOU-1 Stratigraphy MOU-1 Gamma Log & Hole Condition MOU-1 Mud Weight

MOU-1 WELL RESULTS
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Shallow sectionDeeper section

MOU-1 PROVED THE GAS POTENTIAL OF THE TERTIARY SUB-BASIN HOSTING THE PRIMARY PROSPECTS
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Hoot Sands – upper fan (distal edge)
One of the intervals selected for rigless testing

• Low resistivity gas pays 
Consistent with distal shaly submarine fan channels
Low net to gross sand ratio – 20% in 65 metres gross

• Some zones up to 17% porosity 
Significant gas saturations

• Correspond to drilling breaks & formation gas show

• Density/Neutron log crossover typical of thin shaly sands

• High mud weight whilst drilling this section
Thin permeable sands may be washed out

• Sonic and shear wave logs show no difference
(unlikely to see AVO response)

MOU-1 HOOT SANDS EQUIVALENT – SEISMIC “BRIGHT SPOT”
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Mud Weight 1.45

C
1

 G
A

S

GR (green) Res (red) 

Seismic bright spot

Density (red) 
Neutron (green)

RHARB BASIN   LAM-1 Well

Primary Target
Flowed at stabilised rate of 1.9 mm cfgpd
Perforated 1261 – 1272 metres
11 metres gross section
Flowed at stabilised rate of 1.9 mm cfgpd on 16/64” choke

LAM-1 RHARB BASIN ANALOGUE FOR THIN SANDS TESTING GAS AT COMMERCIAL RATES
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MOU-4 TO APPRAISE 120 METER GROSS INTERVAL IN OPTIMUM SUBMARINE FAN SETTING
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Company Information

Registered address:                 3rd Floor
Standard Bank House
47 – 49 La Motte Street
St. Helier
Jersey JE2 4SZ
Channel Islands

Telephone: +44 1534 834 600
Facsimile: +44 1534 834 601

Email:      info@predatoroilandgas.com
Website: www.predatoroilandgas.com

Predator Oil & Gas Holdings PLC

Brokers

Paul Griffiths
Chief Executive
Via 

Flagstaff Strategic & Investor Communications
Tim Thompson Tel: +44 (0) 207 129 1474
predator@flagstaffcomms.com

Dr. Stephen Staley
Non-Executive Chairman

Lonny Baumgardner
Chief Operating Officer

Charles Russell Speechlys LLP – UK Lawyers to Company

Competent Persons Report (CPR)
Environmental consultants

Andrew Collins

PKF Littlejohn –
Joseph Archer

Oak Group (Jersey) Ltd

Louis Castro
Non-Executive Director

Contacts: Board of Directors:

Optiva Securities 
Christian Dennis

PINEL Advocates                       – Jersey Lawyers to Company

Novum Securities 
Colin Rowbury/Jon Belliss

Company lawyers

Auditors and Reporting Accountants

Company Secretary

SLR Consulting (Ireland) Ltd
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